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Sparta at the time; and her fleet had succeeded in isolating a
detachment of enemy troops on the island of Sphacteria. But
her commanders had utterly failed to push home their advantage.
'Cleon sarcastically declared that, if the generals were good for
anything, they might easily capture the men and that, were he
himself a general, he would certainly do so. . :. Nicias (who was
one of the generals) replied that, so far as they were concerned, he
might take what forces he wanted and make the attempt. Fancying
Nicias* offer to be mere pretence, Cleon at first was quite willing to
go, but when he perceived that it was made in good earnest, he tried
to back out, saying that Nicias and not he was general. . . . But
the more Cleon declined the proffered command, so much the more
did the mob, as their manner is, urge Nicias to resign and shout to
Cleon to sail At length, not knowing how to escape from his own
rash words, Cleon undertook the expedition and pledged his word
that within twenty days he would either bring back the Spartans
prisoner or kill them on the spot. . . . His vain boast moved the
Athenians to laughter; but the wiser sort reflected with glee that of
two good things one was certain—either there would be an end of
Cleon, which they greatly preferred, or else he would put the Spartans
into their hands.9
Actually Cleon made good his astonishing boast. But dema-
gogues were not always as shrewd or so successful as he;
and Athens paid dearly for the readiness of the mob to throw
over the more trusty commanders at the bidding of low-
mouthed agitators.1
Attendance at Assembly was only one side of a citizen's
political activities. In many other ways he might take a part
in the government of his country. For in another respect an
Athenian's notion of politics was very different from our own.
Nowadays, for the most part, we are ruled by officials paid and
retained by the state—civil servants, judges, tax-collectors,
1 Voting was sometimes ascertained by a deliberate count, but usually by
a show of hands.

